NEW

3:1 RW home

Manual combined two lever punching and binding machine
for RENZ RING WIRE® comb binding

2:1 eco home

Manual combined two lever punching and binding machine
for RENZ
wire comb binding

F E AT U R E S
[+] the entry level two lever punch and binding model for
wire comb binding
RENZ RING WIRE ® and
[+] separate punch and binding lever for easier
punching and binding
[+] for sizes A4 and A5
[+] punching capacity up to 10 sheets*
[+] adjustable side stop
[+] holding fixture for binding elements
[+] binding capacity up to 120 sheets (12,0 mm)

*70/80 gr./m²

WORKFLOW

Inserting

Closing

Finished!

Insert paper into the punching
slot and pull the lever forward
to punch the paper.

After punching insert the
sheets into the integrated
holding fixture.

Take punched book out of
the holding fixture and put it
vertically into the closing unit
to close the wire element.

By using the integrated measuring scale
it is very easy to determine the
diameter of the wire element. Put the
book under the measuring scale, push
the slider downwards and read the
correct diameter of the binding element.
The adjustment scale helps to select
the different diameters for closing.

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S - AT A G L A N C E
eco home

Pitch

3:1

2:1

Sizes

A4 and A5

A4 and A5

Punching capacity

up to 10 sheets*

up to 10 sheets*

max. book thickness

up to 120 sheets*
(12 mm)

up to 120 sheets*
(12 mm)

max. binding width

up to 300 mm

up to 300 mm

possible Ø

3/16“ - 9/16“
5,5 - 14,3 mm

1/4“ - 9/16“
6,9 - 14,3 mm

number of loops

A4 = 34 loops
A5 = 24 loops

A4 = 23 loops
A5 = 16 loops

number of punching pins

34

23

length, width, height

30 x 54 x 14 cm

30 x 54 x 14 cm

weight

6,5 kg

6,5 kg

5,5 mm

RW home

Technical modifications
reserved

* 80 g/qm paper

12,7 mm
3,5 mm

2:1 pitch
4 mm

23 loops in A4
8,47 mm
4 mm

3:1 pitch
34 loops in A4

RENZ RING WIRE ®

Order no. 494 720330 (0112)

Punching

